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Using Federal Regulations and State
Surveys in Nursing Home Lawsuits
By John R. Holland, Esq.

Introduction

A young tracheotomy patient contracts pneumonia four
times, which require four hospitalizations due to terrible
ursing homes have many vulnerabilities in litigation
infection control, including handling of sputum and wastes.
beyond their factual fault in your case. Their profiteerMonths before, the facility had a life jeopardizing, Level K,
ing at the expense of staffing and care has been a widespread
building survey deficiency citation for a pattern of infection
theme in these cases, revealing a corporate indifference to the
control problems.
events that killed or seriously harmed a resident.
A man developed very painful black toes that a nurse
One area of vulnerability for nursing homes are the regcharted from the start. She asked for intervention immediulations governing their operations that they regularly
ately but the facility ignored her. Four days later, the gangrene
violate, accompanied by the state surveys that are aimed
reaches the mid foot. The facility does not notify the doctor
at implementing those regulations through investigations
or the family. When the pain-wracked man finally gets to
and enforcement actions.
the hospital, his choice is death or above the knee amputation.
A man falls repeatedly with no care plan revision. He dies The 93-year-old man and his family chose hospice. This
after being pitched on his head one final time from a wheel- proves miserable because doctors could not control his pain.
chair that staff did not tilt back even though they always The state writes Level G nursing deficiencies. A patient
observed him listing forward in his earlier falls.
rights violation for failing to report this major change of
condition is documented as a severe deficiency, bearing not
A woman is in an ill-fitting “merry walker” that is too
only on negligence but also on an attempted cover-up.
big for her. She falls several times. She is caught several

N

times. Finally, she hits her head so hard she bleeds to death
in her brain. The facility receives a detailed level G deficiency
for failure to prevent accidents by providing proper fall safety
assistance devices. The certified nursing assistants (CNAs),
nurses and other staff, without any deposition, admit virtually everything to a state surveyor.

Often in evaluating nursing home claims, and in suing
nursing homes, we uncover significant evidence that the
particular facility, or the chain of which it is a part, have
utterly failed to comply with the quality of care provisions of
Medicaid generally and OBRA ‘87 (Nursing Home Reform
Act).1 Significant and even atrocious prior and ongoing
A man dies from C. difficile (bacterial infection) when no state survey findings also often reflect such failure.
stool testing was done despite five days of diarrhea and a
If such survey findings concern the claim you are handling
doctor’s order. Months earlier the facility received a Level H or reveal facility deficiencies in practice and care delivery
deficiency for not taking proper precautions to control the
relevant to your case, you should be sure to use such evispread of a C. difficile breakout, including failure to timely dence at every stage of your case.
obtain stool lab tests. The facility administrator and DON
Some say that the nursing home industry is the most
signed off on or approved a Plan of Correction promising a
heavily regulated human services system in the country.
range of interventions to prevent such things from happening
In the Nursing Home Reform Act, Congress extensively
again, none of which were followed.
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set forth specific statutory rights for
nursing home residents. Patient care
regulations have also extensively implemented these rights.2 This statute,
these regulations and sur veys of
facilities enforcing them can become
your good friends in litigation.
They also inform the standard of care
in the very cases you are handling. You
can admit the regulations into evidence
upon laying a suitable foundation.
Survey violations of these regulations
that are relevant to your case can also be
admissible on everything from liability,
based on admissions against interest by
facility staff and managers to state surveyors, to punitive damages claims,
based on continuing patterns of neglect
or abuse of which the facility was on
express notice.
Sometimes the surveys are so devastating that they become the elephant
in your case, along with the facts themselves, such that the facility can ill afford
to litigate and may pay a premium to
your clients if you use them effectively.
In a group case against the well-known
O’Hara facility, driven largely by such
findings, we obtained a judgment greater
than 30 million dollars, and the weight
of litigation and regulation combined to
shut down the facility.
Obviously, this situation does not
attend every case and there have been
some improvements from OBRA 87,
but facility surveys should be evaluated
carefully as part of the routine workup
of every case.

Estate of Smith v. Heckler, the
1987 Nursing Home Reform Act
and Implementing Regulations

its intention to benefit the residents of
nursing homes nationwide.

Thus, since 1987, the Act expressly
As the 10th Circuit held in Estate of provides that:
Smith v. Heckler,3 regarding the purpose • A “nursing facility must care for its
of the Medicaid Act in the context of a
residents in such a manner and in
challenge to the entire nursing home
such an environment as will promote
enforcement system brought by a class
maintenance or enhancement of the
consisting of all Colorado nursing home
quality of life of each resident, and .
residents and handled by this writer:
. . must provide services and activiThe purpose of the act is to enable
ties to attain or maintain the highest
the federal government to assist
practical physical, mental and psychosocial well being of each resident in
states in providing medical assistance to aged, blind or disabled
accordance with the written plan of
individuals, whose income and
care which describes the medical,
resources are insufficient to meet
nursing and psychosocial needs of
the costs of necessary medical serthe resident and how such needs
vices and . . . rehabilitation and
will be met.”
other services to help such . . .
• A “nursing facility must provide . . .
individuals to attain or retain capanursing and related services and
bilities for independence or self
specialized services to attain or
care. 42 U.S.C. §1396
maintain the highest practicable
...
physical, mental and psychosocial
well-being of each resident.”
The Act’s requirements include
providing high quality medical
• A “nursing facility must provide . . .
care and rehabilitative services.
an ongoing program directed by a
In fact, the quality of the care
qualified professional, of activities
provided to the aged is the focus
designed to meet the interests and
of the Act . . .4
the physical, mental and psychosocial well being of each resident. . .
The 10th Circuit further held that,
The services must meet professional
because the plaintiff class members
standards of quality.”
were all entitled to receive high quality
• A “nursing facility . . . must provide
medical care “continuously,” the facility24 hour licensed nursing services
oriented inspection system, which then
which are sufficient to meet the
did not, and could not, determine whether
nursing needs of its residents.”
residents were receiving such care, was
an abdication of the Secretary’s respon• A “nursing facility must be adminisibility, and thus was arbitrary and
stered in a manner that enables it to
capricious. The court granted the plainuse its resources effectively and
tiffs’ request for a mandamus order
efficiently to attain or maintain the
changing the inspection system nationhighest practicable, physical, mental
wide to a patient focused quality of
and psychosocial well being of
5
care inspection system.
each resident…”6

The purpose of this essay is to share
with you the regulatory backdrop and
give some practical information about
using survey and Medicaid laws and
regulations in nursing home lawsuits
As part of the comprehensive amendThe State of Colorado also has impleon issues ranging from liability to
menting
regulations under Medicaid,
ments
to
the
Medicaid
Act,
which
punitive damages.
occurred in the wake of the Tenth Cir- including the key one that a “facility
cuit’s decision, Congress made clear shall admit only those persons whose
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needs it can meet within the accommodations and services it provides.”7

• Dietary services

The United States’ and Colorado’s
extensive quality of care and quality of
life regulations are contained in 42 C.F.R.
§ 483 et seq. and in 6 C.C.R. 1011-1.

• Pharmacy services

Many such parts of the system are
involved in these cases. In every case,
counsel should be familiar with these
regulations, comb through them and
apply the ones that are like your care
pattern. They can hit like laser guided
missiles.

• Feeding tubes

The Federal regulations are a literal
compendium of patient care standards
and rights. There are specific provisions regarding not just the quality of
care and quality of life that facilities
must assure to each resident but also
such things as:
• Resident rights

• Physical environment
• Hydration
• Nutrition
• Many more
Thus, it is often not just the common
law but also this panoply of federal and
state Medicaid rights that the nursing
homes we sue violated grievously. In
addition, those facilities’ care deficiencies can paint a grim picture of a
nursing home or even a nursing home
chain ownership whose greed is running
amuck in Colorado.
As illustrated by the web page for
Colorado Department of Public Health
and Environment (CDPHE), and archived records of deficiencies against

nursing homes, the Medicaid Act
provides for a number of different
governmental enforcement actions
against non-complying nursing homes.
The state or federal government may
take these actions, but the states usually
take action through their annual survey/
certification process.
Thus, the Medicaid statute variously
provides for the ordering of written
plans of corrections for deficiencies
found on surveys, for monetary penalties,
for the denial of the right to accept new
Medicaid patients, for the denial of the
right to train CNAs, and even for the
placement of repeat offender facilities
into receivership.
You will want to obtain such materials. They are readily available. They
can contain a goldmine of false representations and promises by the facility
you are suing.

• Pressure ulcer prevention
• Accident - including fall prevention through proper
supervision and equipment
• Infection control
• Nursing care and sufficiency
of staffing
• Activities of daily living
• Urinary incontinence
• Range of motion
• Medical care
• Abuse and neglect
• Reporting of significant changes
of conditions
• Special resident care needs
• Unnecessary drugs
• Medication errors
• Nursing assessments and
reassessments
• Nursing care planning and
plan revisions
• Specialized rehabilitation services
Colorado Trial Lawyers Association
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It is also clear from both the statutory language and the legislative history
of the Nursing Home Reform Act that
Congress intended to ensure the rights
of residents also to enforce compliance
with the requirements of participation
under the Medicaid Act privately.

Using the Federal Regulations
at Trial

In a recent case involving a death
from pressure ulcer claim, the court
admitted survey findings of a violation
the federal pressure ulcer violation just
two months before the plaintiff became
Not only is the use of findings made a resident. This regulation, and the
by the state and federal government in underlying OBRA statute, expressly
such surveys not prohibited in litigation provides that persons admitted without
but also Congress has gone out of its
pressure ulcers should not get them unway to evidence its plain intention to
less they are medically unavoidable
confer “private rights of action to
even with the provision of all reasonenforce compliance with requireable pressure ulcer prevention care.
ments for nursing facilities.”8
This regulation further provides that a
resident admitted with a wound should
It is also noteworthy that 42 U.S.C.
not develop additional wounds unless
§ 1396r(h)(8), like the rest of the Title
this was medically unavoidable in spite
XIX Medicaid statute, implementing
of the provision of appropriate pressure
regulations, state laws and regulations
ulcer prevention care.
pertaining to the nursing home program
are actually expressly incorporated into
Based on arguments for admissibiland made a part of defendants’ provider ity discussed below, the court admitted
agreements with the State of Colorado. the federal regulations on quality of
care and bedsores into the jurors’ noteThus, defendants’ provider agreebooks as an evidence exhibit:
ments contain their promises and
§483.25
representations that they will provide
Quality of Care.
services to nursing home residents,
[i]n conformance with the proviEach resident must receive and the
sions of Title XIX of the Social
facility must provide the necessary
Security Act, other relevant federal
care and services to attain or mainlaw, all pertinent federal regulatain the highest practicable physical,
tions promulgated pursuant to
mental and psychological wellfederal law, the Colorado Social
being, in accordance with the
Services Code, Section 26-1-101,
comprehensive assessment and
et seq., C.R.S. 1973, including the
plan of care.
Colorado Medical Assistance Act,
…
Section 26-4-101, et seq., C.R.S.
(c) Pressure sores. Based on the
1973, other relevant state law, the
comprehensive assessment of a
Colorado State Plan for Medical
resident, the facility must ensure
Assistance under Title XIX and
that –
all pertinent regulations of the
(1) A resident who enters the facility
Colorado Department of Social
without pressure sores does not
Services, as all the foregoing are
develop pressure sores unless the
in effect as the date of the execuindividual’s
clinical condition
tion of this contract, or as they
demonstrates that they were unmay later be amended.
avoidable; and
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(2) A resident having pressure
sores receives necessary treatment
and services to promote healing,
prevent infection and prevent new
sores from developing.

Laying Foundation.
Before turning to the case law and
arguments for the admissibility of the
surveys themselves, the foundation to
admit such regulations to buttress the
standard of care instructions the jury
looks something like this:
Could you tell the jury what the
standard of care in the Denver metropolitan area requires for nurses and
nursing assistants in nursing homes
who are caring for residents admitted
without pressure ulcers to prevent
them from developing?
What do those same Denver area
standards of care require for such nursing staff in nursing homes for residents
who develop pressure ulcers in a nursing home to prevent their worsening?
Finally can you tell the jury what the
standards of care in the Denver metropolitan area for nursing staff working
in a nursing home are for determining
whether a pressure ulcer is avoidable
or not?
Are you aware of the federal regulations and guidelines pertaining to pressure
ulcer prevention care and treatment?
And are these duties also described
in federal regulations regarding nursing homes?
And in your understanding do these
federal regulations apply to all Denver
metropolitan area nursing homes?
Do these federal regulations and
guidelines pertaining to pressure ulcer
prevention care and treatment state the
standard of care in the Denver metropolitan area and nationally for nursing
staff working in a nursing home?
Colorado Trial Lawyers Association
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Please look at Exhibit . . . which
contains the quality of care and
pressure ulcer regulations of the
federal government, which you have
said apply to all nursing homes
including this defendant.
In this regulation, has the federal
government actually given express
definitions for avoidable and
unavoidable pressure ulcers for
nursing homes that reflect what you
have said about how to determine
whether wounds are avoidable from a
nursing care standpoint which are
part of the standard of care in this
area?
Are you familiar with the federal
government F314 statement regarding
pressure ulcer prevention and treatment for nursing staffs in nursing
homes to follow?

and Federal Medicare and Medicaid
certifications standards; and Adverse
actions (against the facility or facilities
owners under the Medicaid regulations.”11

Deficiencies beginning with level “G”
and below are “actual harm” deficiencies, meaning that the State has found
that the deficient practice has caused
actual harm to a resident.

Thus, the State of Colorado has specifically adopted Medicaid regulations
One of the most important things
and standards as the standards for oper- about the survey system is that it is
ating and keeping a license as a nursing simply the only objective way to meahome in Colorado.
sure the nursing home’s performance.
The State surveyors are objective reguOn an approximately yearly basis
lators following well-defined, closely
(in addition to complaint investigations),
prescribed regulations. The regulations
a survey team from the CDPHE visits
form not only the common-law standard
each facility, and follows a prescribed
of care for nursing homes, but also the
checklist of reviews that includes the
statutory standard for nursing home
random review of medical charts,
licensure, whether the facility is Medireview of data provided by the nursing
caid or not.
home, interviews of nursing home
staff, families of residents and
In opposing the admission of such
residents.
surveys the true purpose of such motions

At the conclusion of the survey, the
survey team makes findings and a
How in the regulation before you
determination as to whether the facility
does the government define avoidable has met the requirements of specific
and unavoidable pressure ulcers?
regulations. If the team determines
that the facility has not met the requireAnd are these federal regulations
ments, the team determines whether
and the F314 federal pressure ulcer
the violation of those regulations
guideline, the same as, and a part of
impacts a small or large number of
the standard of care, for nursing home
residents and whether the deficient
nursing staffs in the Denver
practice was minor or serious. These
metropolitan area?
are so-called “scope and severity”
In forming your opinions in this
determinations. The scope and the
case, have you fully considered these
severity of a deficient practice are
standards of care?
assigned a letter value much like a
high school report card. A letter “A”
Move to admit Exhibit. . .
is a minor deficient practice affecting
very few people. A letter “L” deficiency
Using Surveys at Trial9
is what is known as a widespread deficiCDPHE, which the law charges with ency affecting most – if not all – residents
ensuring compliance with all applicable of the facility and one that has caused
nursing home rules and regulations,
or is threatening to cause grave harm
licenses every nursing home.10
to all such residents.
Every year nursing homes must
The scope and severity of level “L”
renew such licenses. Central to this is rarely encountered and likely one that
process is a necessary finding by
would cause immediate closure of the
CDPHE of “[c]ompliance with all appli- facility or perhaps temporary managecable standards such as State licensing ment brought in by the government.
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is not to prevent the admission of irreleQ. And you participated in and
vant and highly prejudicial evidence,
approved the plan of
but rather to allow the home to argue,
correction?
by default, that their care was excellent,
A. Correct.
their staffing was great and that they
The same DON who presided over
had no notice of previous, unresolved
the
two months earlier citation was still
problems. Such survey evidence is
the DON when the plaintiff’s decedent
both relevant and far more probative
received negligent care.
than prejudicial.
In a pressure ulcer death case, we
learned that the same facility had been
cited with deficiencies related to pressure
ulcer care and false charting relating to
pressure ulcer care by CDPHE. These
deficiency citations were made two
months before the deficient care that
lead to the death in our case. The court
admitted the survey evidence regarding
these previous deficiencies on the issue
of punitive damages.

In that same survey, as in our case,
there was an express doctor order for
offloading of pressure over the pressure ulcer area that CDPHE found staff
were not doing as charted.
As in our case, the nurses charted on
the Treatment Administration Records
(TARs) that they were performing this
offloading of pressure over the pressure area as the doctor ordered.

In repeat surveyor observations, the
The defendant had told CDPHE in a surveyors found as follows regarding
plan of correction that their staff would this offloading charting:
monitor all patients at risk for or with
Review of the 10/07 TARs
pressure ulcers daily.
showed consistent documented
The evidence in the case showed that
nurse initials that indicated the
the DON actually received multiple
bunny boots were in place, and
reports of pressure ulcer turning and
pressure was offloaded as
repositioning neglect of the plaintiff by
ordered. However, observations
the CNAs from her queries of the daily
conducted during the survey
computer charting system as well as dirrevealed the following:
ect reports. She testified she could not
• On 10/09/07, at 10:30 a.m. and
remember that she or any other nurse
12:30 p.m., on 10/10/07 at
manager did anything about these reports.
9:15 a.m., 9:45 a.m., and
10:30 a.m., the resident was
The DON testified about her
observed sitting in the wheelPlan of Correction in part as follows:
chair
with her heels resting
Q. No. But you saw a plan of
against back of the leg rest, withcorrection was made that
out the bunny boots in place.
said what the DON was
• On 10/10/07, at 2:30 p.m., the
going to do?
resident was lying supine in bed
A. Right.
with her heels resting directly
Q. And you agreed with that
on the bed, without the bunny
plan and agreed to implement
boots in place.
it, correct?
• On 10/10/07, at 9:50 a.m., two
CNAs were observed transA. Yes.
ferring the resident from her
bed to the wheelchair. The
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resident was positioned with
her heels resting directly against
the leg rests. The CNAs were
not observed to don (apply) the
bunny boots.
• On 10/11/07, at 10:00 a.m., the
Nursing Home Administrator
(NHA) observed resident with
the surveyor. The resident was
sitting in her wheelchair with
her heels resting against back of
leg rest and without the bunny
boots in place.
• On 10/11/07, at 5:30 p.m., the
resident was observed sitting in
her wheelchair with her heels
resting against directly against
the leg rest and without the bunny
boots in place.
Defeating the Multiple Arguments
against Admission of Surveys
Understandably but impermissibly,
especially under Colorado’s long established punitive damages case law,
motions to prevent the admission of
survey evidence preceding and following the events complained of in a given
case are common.
Defendants make attempts at multiple arguments against the admission of
these documents.
They argue, primarily, that the
CDPHE deficiency reports do not set a
standard of care for defendants to follow,
and thus should not be considered by
the jury.
They argue that the documents constitute inadmissible hearsay, that the
reports are drafted by lay persons without expertise, that they are unduly
prejudicial, that they are not probative
of the facts in this matter, that they
contain improper character evidence
and any other related arguments they
can come up with, including even
constitutionality.
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Since the passage of the Nursing
Home Reform Act, a number of courts
have considered these arguments and firmly rejected them. Courts routinely admit
survey evidence on multiple grounds.

from facility workers, nurses, CNAs and
Administrators. If the survey in question
concerns your very fact pattern, and involves significant survey deficiency
findings, you can directly admit such
statements as admissions against interMany courts have specifically held
est and use them as direct proof of
that Health Department reports are
liability or for impeachment. The fact
directly relevant and admissible to show
that the state made findings of serious
standard of care deficiencies.12
violations of the applicable federal qualDefendants actually frequently argue ity of care regulations will not be wasted.
these regulations are not relevant to the
In the earlier example of the merry
standard of care issues in the case and
walker death case, survey findings were
even they are not really for the benefit
relevant on everything from the obviousof nursing home residents. These federly ignored need for revised care planning
al regulations are intended to benefit
on safe fall prevention equipment to
13
nursing home residents. Defendants
punitive damages since the multiple
will, of course, make any number of
unaddressed incidents were evidence
arguments to try to prevent the admission
of willful and wanton conduct. Staff
14
of such evidence.
admitted during the survey to knowing
all these things. The family of the man
Surveys are not
character evidence.

with the gangrenous toes who died
because they did not transfer him for
days when doctors could have treated
him, had circumstances of fraud and
cover up by the non-reporting of this
known condition.
Another recent example: a patient
fell and died from a hip fracture. The
facility claimed that there was no fall.
It defended by arguing that the patient’s
bones were unduly osteoporotic. There
were no nursing records of the fall and
no incident or occurrence reports. The
health department investigated and a
CNA told the surveyor that a fellow
CNA said the resident fell the shift
before. This is admissible to prove the
fall and bears on whether there should
be punitive damages for cover-up.
Without this survey, there could have
been a failure of proof.

They will argue you seek to submit
the surveys for the purposes of showing
propensity or bad character. However,
rather than being offered for such purposes, they can be offered, e.g., in a
punitive damages case, for the quite
proper purpose of showing that defendants refuse to change and instead
continue their willful and wanton and
reckless conduct after the extreme events
giving rise in this wrongful death case,
further justifying punitive damages
against them.
Thus, evidence of acts of a defendant
other than those alleged and for which
damages are sought, both preceding
as well as following the particular
acts, is admissible under an issue of
exemplary damages if so connected
with the particular acts as tending
to show defendant’s disposition, intention or motive in the commission
of the particular acts for which damages are claimed.15
Further, state surveyors often verbatim report specific statements of fact
Colorado Trial Lawyers Association
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The bottom line is that surveyors have
often extensively investigated your very
case and reported many statements by
staff verbatim.16 These are all admissions against interest and invaluable
proof in these cases.

Surveys are not inconsistent
with C.R.E. 404.
Defendants will also raise any
number of other arguments against
admissibility. While they are of
relevant evidence under C.R.E. 401,
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defendants will argue that they are inconsistent with C.R.E. 404 that states
in pertinent part that:
Evidence of other crimes, wrongs
or acts is not admissible to prove
the character of a person in order
to show that he acted in conformity therewith. It may, however, be
admissible for other purposes,
such as proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan,
knowledge, identity or absence
of mistake or accident.
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In Colorado, under People v. Spoto,17
there is a four-part test you can use to
secure survey evidence. The court held
that while other incidents may not be used
to prove that a party acted in conformity
therewith, other incidents may be admissible for other purpose including motive,
bias or pre-existing knowledge. Evidence
of prior similar occurrences was also
relevant to establish plaintiff’s entitlement to exemplary damages in that it
tended to show defendant’s continued
failure to correct a dangerous condition
known to it.
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Surveys are not
unduly prejudicial

C.R.E. § 803(4) also allows admission
Rule 803(8) also except from the
of statements for the purposes of medi- hearsay rule regularly kept public
cal diagnosis or treatment, which also documents:
Spoto also addressed the usual arguapplies. Again, the Health Department
(8) Public Records and Reports.
ments raised about undue prejudice
bases its reports, in large part, upon
Unless the sources of information
holding that “Relevant evidence is instatements that were made for the puror other circumstances indicate
herently prejudicial; but it is only unfair
pose of medical diagnosis or treatment.
lack of trustworthiness, records,
prejudice, substantially outweighing
The reports also contain recorded rereports, statements, or data compiprobative value, which permits exclusion
collections admissible under Rule 803(5).
18
lations,
in any form, of public
of relevant matter under Rule 403.”
offices
or
agencies, setting forth
“Because CRE 403 strongly favors adC.R.E. 803(6), the “business records”
(A) the activities of the office or
mission of relevant evidence, we afford exception to the hearsay rule, states that:
agency, or (B) matters observed
prior act evidence the maximum proba(6) Records of regularly conducted
pursuant to duty imposed by law
tive value and the minimum prejudicial
activity. A memorandum, report,
19
as to which matters there was a
effect in assessing its admissibility.
record, or data compilation, in any
duty to report, excluding, however,
form, of acts, events, conditions,
Surveys are not subsequent
in criminal cases matters observed
opinions, or diagnosis, made at or
remedial measures.
by police officers and other law
near the time by, or from informaenforcement personnel, or (C) in
You may also see an argument that
tion transmitted by, a person with
civil actions and proceedings and
the court should not admit a prior survey
knowledge, if kept in the course
against the Government in criminal
because it or the facility’s plan of corof a regularly conducted business
cases, factual findings resulting
rection involves subsequent remedial
activity, and if it was the regular
from an investigation made pursumeasures. However, you can respond
practice of that business activity
ant to authority granted by law.
that it is “relevant to the plaintiffs’ claim
to make the memorandum, report,
for liability and exemplary damages”
record, or data compilation, all as
As with the business records excepas it “demonstrat[es] defendants’ conshown by the testimony of the custion, these documents are part of the
tinued pattern of lack of care” in the
todian or other qualified witness,
“activities of the office or agency” of
same manner that harmed the plaintiffs
or by certification that complies
the CDPHE. The documents also conin this case and notice.
with Rule 902(11), Rule 902(12),
tain “matters observed pursuant to duty
or a statute permitting certification,
imposed by law,” which in this case is
Surveys are admissible under
unless the source of information or
42 U.S.C. § 1396 and 42 C.F.R. §483,
several hearsay exceptions.
the method or circumstances of
484 – The Medicaid statute and implepreparation indicate lack of trustmenting regulations. As described above,
The defense regularly makes weak
worthiness. The term “business”
the law requires the CDPHE to perform
challenges to surveys based on a C.R.E.
as used in this paragraph includes
yearly surveys of the nursing home as
802 hearsay objection, arguing they are
business, institution, association,
well as complaint investigations. CDPHE
unreliable, that lay people created the
profession, occupation and calling
compiles and provides these reports as
reports and the reports constitute imperof every kind, whether or not conpart of that legal requirement.
missible expert opinions. Of course,
ducted for profit.
of the 23 enumerated exceptions in
Without case law, defendants someC.R.E. 803, you can invoke several to
Rule 803(6) considers governmental times will argue that the entire survey
defeat these arguments.
system is untrustworthy because most
agencies to be “businesses.”20
nursing homes get at least one deficiency.
Rule 803(3) allows admission of
One of the CDPHE’s primary responThis does not show that the reports in
then existing mental, emotional or
sibilities under state and federal law is
your case here are untrustworthy, but
physical condition. These Health
to regularly make and keep nursing
rather that many nursing homes have
Department reports obviously contain
home survey data including facility plans
at least one area of care that is to what– and are based upon – the physical
of correction as part of its business
ever extent deficient. The fact that
condition of the residents as observed
activity. The surveys thus fall under
most nursing homes receive at least
and described in the records.
the Rule 803(6) hearsay exception.
one deficiency does not much tend to
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show let alone prove that the system or
reports proffered are untrustworthy.

quirements like this one contained in
42 C.F.R. § 483.25 (i):

Finally, the surveys are admissible
even if they consist of “multiple hearsay”
as defendants complain. Colorado
Supreme Court in Schmutz v. Bolles21
decided this precise issue. In that case,
the Court held that business records are
admissible under C.R.E. 803(6) even if
the reports contain “double hearsay,”
so long as the reports fall under the
business records exception to the
hearsay rule.

Nutrition. Based on a resident’s
comprehensive assessment, the facility
must ensure that a resident—
(1) Maintains acceptable parameters
of nutritional status, such as body
weight and protein levels, unless the
resident’s clinical condition demonstrates that this is not possible; and
(2) Receives a therapeutic diet when
there is a nutritional problem.

The defendants understandably fight
hard to stop the admission of nursing
home regulations. They do not want
the jury to appreciate how incredibly
far afield from the standards of care, as
informed by these regulations, their
care actually was but admissibility of
CONCLUSION
these important regulations is not far
The nursing home advocate must
past a simple foundation. The truth is
make the federal nursing home reguthat the federal regulations give content
lations and state surveys a part of their
and meaning to the common law neglipractice in every case.
gence claims we assert as well as to any
The patient falls 10 times. Your
secondary claims, like deceptive trade
claim is negligence. Cite to 42 C.F.R. § that you might also consider bringing.
483.25 (h). This regulation expressly
In egregious cases, surveys can make
states that:
a jury far more confident in awarding
The facility must ensure that—
punitive damages to punish recalcitrant
(1) The resident environment
defendants who do not take care of our
remains as free of accident hazards
loved ones repeatedly.
as is possible; and
In regular cases, you get your hands
(2) Each resident receives adeon admissions against interest that we
quate supervision and assistance
probably would never learn about
devices to prevent accidents.
without these surveys. ▲▲▲

Admission of CDPHE type evidence
is not sought as expert opinion but
rather as the important public record of
a governmental agency charged with
regulating nursing homes.

Your client dies of dehydration. Your
claim is negligence. Cite to and show
the jury the regulation on hydration,
which states in 42 C.F.R. § 483.25 (j):
The facility must provide each
resident with sufficient fluid intake
to maintain proper hydration
and health.

Redressing the scandalous continuing
abuse and neglect of the elderly and disabled against nursing homes, assisted living facilities, personal care homes and
hospitals, has been one of two career
passions for John Holland, along with civil
rights. John was with Denver Legal Aid
society until 1979 where he brought
numerous class action lawsuits, including
Your patient dies of malnutrition.
You will want the jury to know that the ones relating to the regulation of nursing
homes. He has spent more than 30 years
standard of care includes specific re-
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representing people in individual nursing
home cases. He has published articles
on a number of subjects and has been a
nation-wide speaker.
He received the Anti-Defamation
League’s 2008 Civil Rights Award for his
continuing work on civil rights. The firm
received the 2010 Colorado Trial Lawyer
Association "Access to Justice" Award
and the 2010 ACLU Carle Whitehead
Award for its work in Guantanamo.
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